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An Introduction to IMS(TM) : Your Complete Guide to IBM's Information Management SystemIBM Press, 2004


The Only Up-to-the-Minute Guide to IMS Version 9--Straight from IBM IMS Experts


	Introduces IMS, one of the world's premiere software products 


	Thoroughly covers key IMS functions, from security to Java support


	For both new and experienced IMS...



		

Java Performance TuningO'Reilly, 2000
No matter what language they're programming in, developers always wish things would run faster! Especially when writing mission-critical applications, no one wants to be limited by the programming environment. 
Java Performance Tuning provides all the details you need to know to "performance tune" any type of Java program...

		

Professional Java, JDK 5 EditionWrox Press, 2005
Java continues to be the dominant language for building server applications, and the latest update to the Java platform—JDK 5—boasts many new features, including a metadata facility, generics, autoboxing, and improved user interface performance. Building upon Ivor Horton's Beginning Java, this book provides insight into these...





		

Sams Teach Yourself Data Structures and Algorithms in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 1999
Sams Teach Yourself Data Structures and Algorithms in 24 Hours presents data structures and algorithms in an easy-to-read, easy-to-understand style, allowing you to grasp the concepts quickly and apply the knowledge to your programs. The very popular C++ programming language is used for examples and code samples.

This book is about data...

		

Beginning Programming for DummiesFor Dummies, 2003
Discover the latest programming tips and techniques
Start writing programs for WindowsÐ’®, LinuxÐ’®, MacintoshÐ’®, Palms, and PocketPCs    

Ready to take control of your computer by writing your own programs? Mixing concepts with humor, author Wallace Wang shows you how to begin programming as simply and quickly as...


		

A Computational Model of Natural Language Communication: Interpretation, Inference, and Production in Database SemanticsSpringer, 2006
Everyday life would be easier if we could simply talk with machines instead of having to program them. Before such talking robots can be built, however, there must be a theory of how communicating with natural language works. This requires not only a grammatical analysis of the language signs, but also a model of the cognitive agent, with...





		

SQL: The Complete Reference, Second EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2002
The Most Comprehensive SQL Resource Available
Get in-depth details on all the powerful features and capabilities of SQL inside this one-stop guide. Featuring broad coverage of every aspect of this leading database language, this book provides you with an overview of SQL then shows you how to retrieve and update data, program with SQL, use...


		

Bioinformatics Programming Using Python: Practical Programming for Biological Data (Animal Guide)O'Reilly, 2009

	
		Powerful, flexible, and easy to use, Python is an ideal language for building software tools and applications for life science research and development. This unique book shows you how to program with Python, using code examples taken directly from bioinformatics. In a short time, you'll be using sophisticated techniques and...



		

Software Development on a Leash (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2002

	Software Development on a Leash is designed as a roadmap for experienced developers and architects who are interested in implementing a turbocharged software development process that encourages reuse and innovation. Author David Birmingham's products have been successfully deployed in a variety of venues, including...






		

2D Unity: Your First Game from Start to FinishNo Starch Press, 2016

	
		Have you ever wanted to make a video game, but didn't know where to start? 2D Unity is an approachable guide to making your own games using Unity, the powerful, free-to-use development platform.

	
		2D Unity contains hands-on projects that get you started making games from the ground-up. Unity's complex...



		

Coach Yourself to a New Career: 7 Steps to Reinventing Your Professional LifeMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Bestselling author offers a step-by-step program to making the right choices about a new career move


	Don't fear taking the leap into a new career with this seven step program from bestselling author and life coach Talane Miedaner. Whatever the situation or economic environment, Coach Yourself to a New Career gives...


		

Solaris 9 Network Administration Exam Cram 2 (Exam Cram CX-310-044)Que, 2003
This cram sheet contains the distilled, key facts about the Solaris 9 Network Administrator exam. Review this information just before you enter the testing center, paying special attention to those areas where you feel that you need the most review. You can transfer any of these facts from your head onto a blank sheet of paper immediately before...
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